Cognac Menu

Cellar Master André Giraud set out to create an XO that would
express the excellence of the Cognac Fine Champagne.
Rémy Martin XO is composed of eaux-de-vie coming exclusively
from the highest-quality vineyards of Cognac, the Grande
Champagne and Petite Champagne. Such eaux-de-vie offer an
exceptional ageing potential and are known as Cognac Fine
Champagne.

THE COGNAC’S AGE
As it gets better over the years, one can find on the market
these appellations of origin :
- the V.S (Very Special) or ***, which can be sold at the age of 2 years
- the V.S.O.P (Very Superior Old Pale), 5 years of age at least
- the Napoleon and X.O (Extra Old), at least 4 years old, but often much older

The history of Cognac
The history and production of Cognac is directly related
to trade. The town of Cognac, France, has always been
linked to important international trade routes through
the river Charente, which gave the small town easy
access to the Atlantic Ocean.
During the 16th century, the Dutch merchants used to
ship salt and wine from the Southwestern parts of France
to northern European countries such as England,
Scandinavia, and The Netherlands. However, the
merchants soon encountered a problem: the delicate
white wine would often spoil during the long voyage. To
protect the quality of the wine, the merchants began to
distill it, and they named it Brandewijn or ‘burnt wine.’
This became the forerunner of Brandy.
During the 17th century, the people of Cognac, the
Cognaçais, began the process of double distillation,
which allowed the concentrated alcohol to travel in the
safer and the more economical conditions. Initially, this
alcohol was to be diluted immediately upon arrival.
However, it is merely by chance that the Cognaçais
discovered that the alcohol improved with time and
contact with the oak barrels in which it was stored.
Soon enough, they began to drink it straight from the
barrels.
The name given to the new product was Cognac

What is Cognac?
As the saying goes, all Cognac is Brandy, but not all Brandy is
Cognac. Cognac is a distilled spirit (eau-de-vie) made from
fermented white grapes, and aged for at least two years.
The spirit can only originate from the town of Cognac, France,
and its six surrounding viticultural areas. Cognac is unique
because of its renowned quality, which is in turn a result of
centuries-old techniques that have preserved the identity of
the spirit.
The process of creating Cognac is extremely controlled, and it
adheres to strict rules and regulations. For instance, only
natural grape presses can be used to make the spirit. The
grapes themselves are special because of the chalky soil where
they grow, and the soil is in turn special because of the unique
climate created as a result of the Atlantic Ocean.
Also, because the aging process is just as important as the
actual distillation of the grapes, even the type of wood used for
the storage barrels is predetermined and controlled. Only the
60-100 year-old Oak trees in France are deemed worthy for
the job.
Lastly, tradition and culture play a huge role in the process
because each Cognac house has preserved its family secrets
for generations. Lets explore!

ARMAGNAC

COGNAC
Remy Martin VS 4cl
Remy Martin VSOP 4cl
Remy Martin XO4cl

€7.00
€8.50
€23.75

Martel VS 4cl
Martel VSOP 4cl
Martel Napoleon 4cl

€6.00
€8.00
€18.70

Courvoisieur VS 4cl
Courvoisieur VSOP 4cl
Courvoisieur Napoleon 4cl
Courvoisieur XO 4cl

€5.50
€7.00
€15.00
€19.95

€18.50
€8.90
€12.70

Moulin Rouge XO4cl
Sempe Napoleon 4cl
Saint Vivant 4cl
PORT
Taylor’s Port 4cl
Niepoort Colheita 1990 4cl
Niepoort 20 year old 4cl

€2.95
€8.50
€11.20

GRAPPA
€3.95
€24.77

Molinari Grappa 3cl
Grappa Oro 3cl
BRANDIES
ÌðñÜíôõ

Hennessy Fine de Cognac 4cl
Hennessy XO 4cl

€8.00
€30.50

Delamain XO 4cl

€22.50

Hine VSOP4cl
Hine Napoleon 4cl
Hine XO 4 cl

€7.70
€18.70
€22.00

Leopold Gourmel, Age du Fruit 4cl
Leopold Gourmel, Age des Fleurs 4cl

€10.50
€15.25

Keo VSOP (Cyprus)4cl
31 Brandy (Cyprus)4cl
Anglias Brandy (Cyprus)4cl
Five Kings (Cyprus) 4cl
Metaxa 5*(Greece)4cl

€2.95
€2.95
€2.95
€3.50
€3.95

WHISKIES
Ïõßóêõ

Johnie Walker Gold Lable 3cl
Johnie Walker Blue Lable 3cl
Glenfidich 3cl

Prices include VAT
Ïé ôéìÝòðåñéëáìâÜíïõí ÖÐÁ

€8.40
€24.50
€6.50

